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in higher education television has often beeeused as a delivery '

mediu.1 through whichgludents can be presented with lectures, demonstrations

-of professional skills, or scientific experiments. In all cases
, -

increased sophistication and polish can be give to the presentation
,

using the production techniques television permits. The conventions,
.

however, are of the lecture theatre, or the science laboratory and these
.

o 4

are merely being carried by teleNtision. With case-study television

programmes the situation is very different. The conventions used are

taken from the television documentary and the programmeg use the language

of television..

This paper is concerned with the teaching purpeles which He behind

the use of television case-studies; the difficulties students may encounter

when trVin to achieve the learning objectives theie programmes set; and

ways in which'case=study programmes might be structured to increase the

4likelihood that ttudents will find them a valuable le(a7rning resource.
1

,t

41e.

-

What if a Television Case-Study?

In a particularly confusing situation where the term case-study has

been applied,toa very wide range of television prograitimes probably the

best starting pOintlor any attempt to define them is to say that they are

based on the codes'anb conventions of the documentary where 'realism' is

strbssed in material which attempts to record reality. After an analysis,

'For those unfamiliar with theBritish Open University, its teaching
system, and 4te role of instructional, media a very brief outlre has been
included as an appendix to this paper.

4
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of many Open University telev'ision case-studies Bates and Gallagher (197,

p.8) offered the following broad definition.

."Programmes .described as case-studies tend to present concrete ',
examples of behaviours - usually of people and often of machitles, or

man/machine systems - operating in their 'normal' context. Wheras
other kinds of programme, and other,components'of ,a-course -
particularly the correspondence texts - tend to be analytic, abstract,',_
add presented in a sequential l-or4 linear manner, ,breaking the subject,

matter down into general principles, case-study programmes tend to be
to and synthetic, anchored in or drawn from the 'real world'

and reflecting the interrelatedness between various concepts and
the complexity,of the 'real' world."

1

To this description of the usual content of case-s,tudies and their

(`
documentary style format - we should also.add something about the type

of learning experienceithese programmes attempt to provide for the student.

At the Open 'University the tere dase=tudy ha's been-applied to
.

programmes with 2a wide range of teaching objectives, howeve two

educational purposes do seem to be behivi most case-study programmes:
0

First, they give students an opportunity:to 'observe a process, or
oft

situation drawn from the 'real world'. Second, they provide material
_

which the students can analyse usingthe concepts they Have met elsewhere

in the course. Individual programmesvary in the sophistication of the

I

analysis they expect students to undertake, and the amount of help and

guidance they offer,.but the idea that students can apply the abstract

/
knowledge they- have met elsewhe.

'tre

In the course to concrete, 'real world!-
, .

problems and situations is a fundamental-rationale gehind, the use of ease-
1

study television programmes.' Clearly any use of television which-gives

students oppNunities to engage 'in-the higher order,legrnihg skills of
-

.
s..

analysis, synthesis, and evaluation (Bloom, 154/is particularly appropriate
.. . .-

in higher'education where these activities are usually seen as attributes,-

Alb
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of the 'good' student.

Unfortunately evaluations 'of oase-study programmes at the 'Open

University.(Bates and Gallagher, 1977) showed that many students were

unable to achieve the-learning objectives which the programme makers
t /.

had,set.. the r emainder of this papefwill Conterh itself with trying
,

to identify why students Could not benefit fully,from'these programmes
s

and how,the structure of television case-studies might be ,improved.

The Open Univehity Experience

Altho.ugh the inability of same.studeni'S-to make full use' of the
1 , P-.

case-study programme reflected the usual variation 16 ability among '

.

'

.

's. .

.

,

.
..

udents Bates and Gallagher concluded that another factor in these 0,.

difficulties was that the programme- makers thethselves were sometimes

aunclear about, the learning process they wanted students to experience

by watching the case-study. Because orproductiod pressures there was ,

a tendency for discussions about case-study programmes to'concentrate on

the content (who should be interviewed; whi.ch locations visited) rather

than the learning process. Greater emphasis should be given to defining

the learning procegs the programme is trying to/initiate. Then decisions
4

.
can be made about the kind ofcase-study which will bejnost likely, to

achieve this, and whether )tudents will need help... For example:if

familiarity with certain concepts is required L perhaps because students

are to analyse the case-study material using thoie concepts - the programme,

makers must ask themselves whether an adequate leyei.of familiarity can be

assumed atithat stage in the course. If there, is any'doubt it may be



necessary to include more guidance within the programme,
st.

or to change

the structure of the course in order that students will have the required

IeVel of familiarity before,viewing the.programme.

Even though the pfbgramme makers may be perfectly clear about theo

learning, process 'they want to inixiate this is still not enough. 'If is

crucial that_the students should also be clear about this. The students

must know ,/hat they are expected to do with, the material and why they

A .

are dqing it. Otherwise there is a danger that they w411 misinterpret

the educational purpose of'the programme. In their evaluation of one open -

University, case-study programme Bates and Gallagher (1977 p.12) found that the

majOrity of students had seen the programme ". as a source of

information rather than as was intended 0- a resource for the development

of course skills." And they pointed out that this was,a particular

danger in:programmes which " do not provide explicit cues or signposts
4

in the programme itself to li'dm the broadcast material relates to the
a

general aims of the course.".

At the Open iniversity five approaches to helping students make

better use of television case studies can be idehtified. Four are exteP'nal

to the programme,- the fifth, considers he structure- of the case-study

programme, itself.

1.. More extensive broadcast notes. In the firseattempt.t0 help

students the printed materials which support the television' programmes. -
10.

known in the Open University as 'broadcast notes' - became more extenaie.

. Some courses even produced glossy 'media bOoklets' which included large
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amounts of backorbuhd material;, malis,'Iihotographs, and supplementary.

reading. These extended broadcast 'notes' became so lengthy that"in'one

,..Nor two courses the television broadcasts, together with the media bbollet,

. t!gan, to look like a separate course within the main course. Recently

there has been a move away from this approach and a number of courses

now include the Jroadcast notes within the main correspondence text.

- .

This demands a close integration between the concepts being covered in

-the correspondence text and the material in the television case-study.

Which in turn has implicatiOns arising from the different prdcluction

schedules for print and broadcast media. Before the correspondence
.

text is handed over to the printers the prograrke must be completed in

ordekthat the broadcast notes can be included. Despite.the complicated

scheduling that this approach may require it can help to promote a closer

-integration-between the print and television components of a course.

Students are then more likely to see how the content of the case-study

relates to the main topic of the course.

.2. SupplJentary television programmes. in.several courses'a special

programme was made to help students develop an analytical approach to

the television component of that course. These programmes were transMitted

quite early in the course and research has shown that they. can be quite

Successful (Bates' and Gallagher, 1977 p.7). However, Bates and Aallagher,

1977 p.-34) concluded that ".... although such programmes can be valuable,.

rtiaould still be better to concentrate on designing case-study programmes

and courses so that such programmes would be unnecessary.", Support for

this conclusion came from the results of an evaluation which showed that
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students nad found it difficult to integrate theoretical concepts with

the originpl .caSe-study programme mattrial even when a follow-up

programqie had given guidance.

3. Follow-up audio-cassettes. Using,audio-cassettes to fallow -up

television case-studies a third approach which has been used by some
. t

Open UniversItycourses. Here students. listen to the cassette immediately

after viewing the case-study. These.cessettes can include a wide rangeAN
,

of.material which,tries to help students.begin their analysis of the

.case- study. For example one follow-up cassette included additional

material recorded justafter the filming for the caselstudy had been

completed. In this material severalpeople who had appeared in the

case-study'commented on their reactions to the situation which the

case -study had der3itsted. Using these comments, and a few brief extracts

from the soundtrack-of the ca&e-study the academ' was able to focus

).4\tustudents', attention on several aspects of the case-s dy whiCh he felt

were problematic an-d deserve },further thought. This use of audiocassettes

has proved very successful in some courses but still does not tackle.
. .

:

. the fundamental ques. tion of whether a more appropriate structure could

be found for'these television case studies which would reduce' the need
1'

for these supplementary,materials.
-...

,
1 4

s'/ .

4: Training packages. Thesekfirst three attempts to help students

were all Incorporated into the particular-course foc which the case-stuies

,had been produced. However, a fourth approach tries.to.help students

make better use of Open University television programmes in general;

11.

b.
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Including case-studjes. A videocassette with extracts from a range of

Open University programmes, together with an accompanying handbook, was

'produced by members of the BBC -Open University Productioh Department,

the Udiversity's institute of Educational Technology, and Regional

Tutorial Setvices. These materials have been destribed in more detail?

by Darbridge (1981) but their basic format is that after"iewin4 a

particL)ar extract students then work through aspecitIlY prepared.

exercise. In the exercises b'ased on case study programmes students are

glyen-help in relating the case -study to passages taken from the

correspondence text. This emphasises the need to view critically.;

questionning,the assumptioris behind what people saVand analysing

the situations shown.

5 Re- structuring the cae-'study programmes: All four approaches

outlined above have been found to be quite successful in helping students

to make better use of television case- studies but amore fundamental

solution lies in rethinking ihe-way. television case-studies are

structured. Perhaps it would be possible to structure these programmes

so that the help for the studentis included in the basic structure of

the programme. Supplementary broadcast notes and follow-upaudiocassettes

might still. have a role but the major effortillat helping students would be

within each casb=siudy. This is the fifth.approach and can be seen in

some ,event Open University case-studies which have used several of the

'electronic techniques now available to the television producer to prompt

..students into interrogating the material in the programme. For example,

some programmes have frozen the action while istudents areveminded of

tie concepand asked wPiether'-' it works ,s an ekplanatory device in that

o

ti
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belief is based on a conviction that we should not think of television

'case. Following this part of the sequence may even be shown ,agaiii to
°. .

reinforce the questionni6g; but however this critical viewing is

promoted the interventions have to-1).e carefully designed to allow,the

students to reach their owi conclusions. It Would be a sad irony If

- these interventions merely pushed students even more firmly into accepting,

the progr'amme maker's construction of reality.

c

At several points in this paper it has been suggested that a,better

solution to the problem of.how to help students make better use bf' television

case-studies lies in restructuring the case-studies th elves rather

than producing better/ support materials' or separate twining packages.

Some support for this argument can be found in the research reported by

Bates and Gallagher (1977, p.16),wherethey found that many students
.

experienced difficulties working through'the support materials in the

ti

.
.11

intended sequence, Students ' study patterns cannot always, accommodate

to the fixed transmission,schedule of Open University television broadcaits.
- .

However, If this Was the only ustificatian Vlbr suggesting a-thange.in

the structure of television case - studies i-wttild be inadequate:. The

problem could be' seen as mainly one of 'logistics' - how to deliver the
. %

t

course materials to stddents in the optimuM sequence? Videocassette
. .

.

recordings of the case-studies, or multiple transmissions, could provide

solutions without requiring any chan e in the case studies themselve;-.-----

1
I believe this would only be a partia solution of the problem. This

case-studies as simply documentary programmes'for-a specialised audience.

/We'need to recognise that these case-studies are. as much a construction of

reality as conventional dOcumentaries and that if.,the basis Of their

/

I'.
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comstrUction'is bidoep there is a danger that thek spectial educational
-

objectives may, r,ot chieved'by most students.
.

s

To understand the reasoning behind this argument' we must begin to

think of television -as a "meaningful discourse" (Hall, 1980) which has

been encoded by the programme makers and must be decpded by the viewers,/

if any co mmunication is to occur. In relation to television case-
!

-studiq,the most important aspect of this conceptualisation is that

the "meaning structures" used by the.programme#makers to encoder tMe

material will probably'not be cOngruent with those used by the .student's,

to 'decode it. In consequence the students may 'misinterpret! the' meaning

. of the material and.not be involved in the learning experience intended

. .
.

. : by the programme makers. The following section considers this argument .

in.more

.

Case7studies as a Construction of Reality

`All television case - studies. are only a construction of reality.

Material is selected, condensed, and structured into a coherent whole

whiclfappears, to reflect reality.-.flall (1974, p.23) reminds us that

this process.invoH/es the explanatory frameworks employed by the programme

maker.

"Television cannot capture the whole of any event: ..the idea
that it offers a pure.transCriptiori of reality, a neutrality of --

the camera before hd fatts, is an illusion, a utopia. All filmed
accounts of reality are sPective. All edited or 'manipulated(
symbolic reality i/s impregnated with values, viewpoints, implicit
theorizings, common sense assumptions."

I-
With a case - study programme produced es part of a higher education

course one of the explanatory frameworks behind that paritcular construction
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..

of reality wilt be ti.:e'academic perspective which- the programhe makers
, . 1,--

... ,-

have adopted,lb,analyseAhat.case. We tan all Imagine the range /Of
,- -

case:studies different edonomistedould produce about unemOloyment'eyen
. ..

c

if they were all sent to film ee same'caaes but other forces.are
... . .'.

also acting to shape the way that construction of r ality will-appear.
. .

. "A' raw'* historical event cannot, in that form,'be transmitted MI
by say; a television newscast. Events can only be signified within
the aural-visual, forms of the television discourse. In the moment
when a historical event passes under the sign of,di4couree it s
subject to all thecomplex formal 'rules' by which.languagesignifies.
To rut it paradoxically the event must becomeia 'story' befo're it
can become a communicative event."

,(Ha 1 1, 1980,, p.'129)

\
.

\
4 1 .

1 .

So the Mkonings and messages'contained in'the encoded reality of

a television case-study are shaped by a complex set ofexplanatory
/.

frameworks which all those involved in the, production process bringyith

them.. First, there is'the aca0eMjcPerspectivelwith which the case is being

interpreted; together with'Accompanying judgements by the faculty members

involved of what constitutes an 'academically respectable' p'resenta,tion .

- .

Of the case, 'Second, thene.is -the Whole.cOmplex of beliefs among the

.television production team of what makes for 'good' television., In the ?

wider conte>it.of televiston news Hall (1980,.p. 136) has called this the
, . ,

, .

prOfesOonal metacode and points out that it tends to ",...% foreground
,

.

such apparently neutral-technical questions as visual quality,(

'professionalis m' and so on,'! Gallagher (1978) has.dfawn OU attention
ft

to the situations where this professional metacode can conflict with

ttemptg.lo restructure =television case-stodies. The'third explanatory

framework involved in the encoding process the shared stoq.of

soci.aA knowledge" which,we use in-our.everydaylives to make sense of

the world - around us. These generally accepted social, meanings are

A -c .

1

o.
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particularly important in general service television if the programme`

.e"

- is to produce a message which the v ewer will decode in the way thg

producer intends.

"The broadcaster must assume-this knowledge n the audience,
and the aUdience will have.to haveit, to make sense of-what is
sh(own and heard. Meaning depends tti the shared frameworks', shared
codes, shared knowledge-in-use, shared' interpretiVe frameworks
between communicator and receiver. Otherwise information will not,
pass from A to B - and there-will be no circuit. if A 'encodes'
then B (the audience) must 'decdde'. Each is a social 'practice.'''
Both depend on a massive background of shared Assumptions."
.7,?

. (Hall, 1984,-p. 277)

In the special contekt of a television case-study the students will

probably share this background knowledge - though they may not if their

cultural backgrounds differ widely from those of the programme makers.

StudentS. will certainly bring with them strong views about what constitutes

',amid' television, but Morgan (1978, p.3) warns us that we should not

leap to fhe tonclusion.that students Judge instructional television by a,

simplistic application of the crliXeria they use to judge general service

television.

"....they do not expect an OU.programme to be like a general
service documentary any more than they would expect it to be like
a course unit or the chapter of a set book or a tutorial. Rather
they would expect it to use different forms and .conventions to
organise and express its ideas."

The explanatory framework whiCh most tuderitl do not re with those
Ilk

who encodedWe programmiiiaterial-iS a detaile understanding of the

academicfperspective on which that construction of reality was based.

It is therefore possible that the students will 'misinterpret', the message's
*

in the encoded material of. the case-study because they de6de them using'

only the generally accepted interpretive framework Of generally held

e
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.social meanings. With many television case-studies our main purpose

. is to prompt students into going beyond the,'commonrsensel., generally

accepted explanations and to view 'reality' in new and more complex

ways. If students fail to do this a major educational objective of

the television case-'study will not have been achieved.

Thompson (1979, p. 169) argues that the apparent realism of a

television case-study tends to incream the likelihood that studetits

will not view 'reality' in new ways.

"Ls engenders'an unconscious relaxation because it is familiar.
It does not distance one from anything but in fact encourages the
reverse, an emotional, accepting type of response which tends ,to
'put students kb sleep' intellectually ... She/he is hardly
constituted at 'student' at all, but is merely confirmed as
general 'observer/viewer.'"

The results of an evaluation of one Open University television case-study

reported by Gallagher (1977; 4978) tend to support this conclusion. The

programme explored inequalities between the sexes by looking at the-Woblems

of women Working outside the home." It was the first pr%gramme in the cou?-te,

and originally conceived as primarily involving and motivational. However,

as,the programme was being edited it became clear that the material provided ,

excellent illustrations of most of the main concepts dealt with by the course.
..

The educational purpose of the programmewas therefore chang d. It was

POW seen as a reseurce against whidh students could apply these major

concepts. Unfortunately only about one-sixth of the students were able

to use the material in this Way.: Gallagher (1978, p.205)° suggests two

reasons why this was so. Partly it was that most'of the students

...lacked the analytical and integrative skills which would have enabled

4
them to -use the programme material as a source o evidence." However,
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Gallagher believes that the late change in the educational purpose of

the programme.had been a more significant' factor. The programme had

originally been conceived as motivating and involving and had succeeded,

in that Purpose.' The additional educational objectives were added too.

late in the production process.

CFearly there is a danger that unless the viewers are helped into

the role of students they may remain as observers incerpreting the

material. using the 'common-sense', generally accepted explanations.

The result may be anger, concern, interest, involvement, or motivation,

but if our educational purpose is more complex - if,we want them to

view reality 16 new ways we must rethink the way we structure, television

case-studies. -ay thinking of these programmes as encoded 'reality which

the student must decode we can hypothesise, that the reason why students

remain as general observer/viewer and (as Thompson suggests) are not

distanced from anything is that in the absence of an adequate understanding
S

of the special academic explanatory framework they are forced to decode .

the material using the interpretive framework of the generally accepted

social meanings of the images they see. It is probably fair to characyrise

the student response as "emotional" and "accepting" but it is unfair to

e
blame the students. The failure lies with those who made the case-study

and assumed that the students shared'all the explanatory frameworks

'which were used to encode the material. Unless it can be assumed that

students are'yery familiar with the concepts which form the academic

perspective being used it is crucial that students should be given help

in apilying those concepts throughout the programme. Thompson suggests

,<

1
A. ' J

6%
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that this help should be given by interrupting the case-study programme

more often (1979, p. 170):
e

"The knowledge producing process associated with the transformation
of experiences and the 'real world' requires the intervention of

D. ,

concepts, and it is precisely the function of teaching, to 'carry'
this intervention."

unately, this desire to restructure case-study programmes by

interrupting them more of n may sometimes conflict with generally accepted-

views among the programme_` kers of what constitutes 'good' teleWsion.

The flow of a general service documentary would probably. never be
OP

interrupted as frXquently as we are calling for in case-study programhes.
e

But, as was said earlier, we must stop thinking, of television case-studies

as just documentaries'for.a specialised audience.

Conclusions

It is important that throughout' the production of a Aelevision

case.study, all thoseinvolved should be clear about the learning process

they want the'stUdents to experience. Later,4t is equally important that,

these objectives should be revealed to the students. ,

If students are to achieve the objectives and make full'use of

television case-studies we need to pay Careful attention to the structure'

of these programmes. They Vould not be seen as simply documentaries for

a specialised audience. Mote of the explanatory frameworks on which

that version of reality.vAs constructed should'te revealed to the students.

It might even sometimes be valuable tp demonstrate5 to students that different

;
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interpretiVe frameworks produce different-versions of the same 'reality'.

In these ways the students will see that the televisioh case -study is

only one construction and perhaps feel freer to questiowit.

Students also need help within' the programme if they are to adopt .

the role of'student rather than just viewer/observer. Unless we do this .

there is a dartger that the 'response to televis-lor(case-srdies will be

an emotional,. accepting type of response: We must help students to

distance themselves from the material, perhaps by interrupting case-

studies more,frequently, to ensure. that they decode the material using

more than simply the generally accepted interpretive frameworks.

f.

JTelevision case-studies can be a particularly valuable learning

resource and an e?rcellent use of television; providing learning

experiences which It may be impossible to give
:

the independent learner

in any other'way. With the increasing availability of video replay

equipmerkt videocassettes and videodius - the ease with which the

independent learner can make use of television case-studies must increase.

The need now is ,to develop the way these case-studies are structured.

AA.

A
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APPENDIX

INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA AT THE OPEN UNIVERSITY

The Open University was set up to provide brikopportunity of higher

education for adults who were unable to go to University when they left

school. Although students must normally be at least 21 years old, and

resident in the UniteliwKingdon, the University ,demands no otherentry
.

qualifications. The Open University now has over 60,000 underlladuate

students, and approximately 25,000-non-credit .students.

The Open University's .Teaching System

Students are mostly in full-:time employment and study at home

using a combination of speciallyAwrittencorrespondence texts, set books,

and radio and television programmes-. ThroUghout the course optional

face to face tuition is availablejone of the 260 local study centres

spread around the country, bUt a student's main source of personal

tuition is by correspondence. Some coursesebave a compulsory, residential,

summer schobl lasting one week. These are held on the campuses-of

conventional' universities when the students of those host, institutions
,

have left for their summer vacations. At the end of each course every

student must take a thfee hour written examination at a specially

designated examination centre.
.

The Open University's headquarters are at Walton'Hall, 50 miles
.

north of London in the new city of Milton Keynes. Here new courses are
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designed by course teams which .include academic staff. BBC producers,

educational technologists, and a back up team of graphic artists, editors,

photographers and librarians.

A formal agreement-between the Open University and the BBC provides

for the,production of up to 300,new television,, and 300 new radio

programmes each year. This agreement also includes transmission time= ,
for the growing number of Open University'programmes. In 1 the BBC

transmitted each week just over 35 hour's of television and approximately

24 hours of radio for the Open University,

0

z
The Open Universityks commitment to broadcasting is therefore

cons.ider ble.- The .total expenditure of the Open University in 1980

was approximately £50 million-of which just over £8 million was paid to

the BBC for producing and transmitting the television and. radio programges.

Despite the major m
/
mitment it.must be remembered that broadcasting

only plays a part though sometimes &very 'important one - in a complex

multi-media diqance learning system: Even on .those courotp which. use, the

maximum allocation of radio and television programmes students.recerve

only on 25 minute television programme and one 20 minute radio programme
8

per eek. Many courses use far less broadcast time'than this and recently .

9 e or two courses have been pi-oduced with no radio or television

1'
: 1

component. `However, despite the 'comparatively small proportion of a
,

0 A
student's time devoted o braodcasts they are an'important element'in

the Open University's teaching system..
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fThe Role of Television

It would be probably fair to say that the initial decision to use
. . ,

broadcast television as part of the Open Uniyersity's teaching system

owed as much to politics-and pragmatism as to pedagogy. The original

political.vision of a univeTsity'of the air had carried over into the-
.

early planning for the Open Universitw.and, the need to,deliver material

to large numbers of students workingoin their owh homes meant that the

.4

national transmission network of the BBC couldnot be igriored.

9

Many of the early television, programmes were rather like illustrated

lectures but draduallxjother programme formats were adopted. Most of

these were developments of formats' ustd in general service broadcasting.

So documentary programmes' ecame popular in some faculties and todayI
seems to be a growing interest the use of actorstodramattse, there

material. But whatever trends are evident a furs spent dfmparing

programmes produced in the first fe4 years of the Open University with

those being produced now will show a tremendous increase in the

soph'istication df"the produCtion techniques employed.,
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